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	The story of this book is quite simple: after the

	first few hand transplants, we felt the need to have

	regular meetings so that our clinical experiences

	would be beneficially shared and serve as a basis

	to draw some guidelines for the future. In so

	doing, we soon realised that a huge amount of

	original clinical data and information was becoming

	available as we were proceeding with our operations

	and closely following our patients’ progress

	and functional outcomes. Some of these data were

	reported in scientific articles, but to group them in

	a comprehensive book seemed the best way to

	provide a complete review of this pioneering

	work.





	Since starting our hand transplantation programmes,

	we often felt we were exploring a new

	area of surgery without the possibility or comfort

	of referring to already published work to support

	our own decisions. Indeed, some aspects of hand

	transplantation required prompt decisions based

	solely on personal interpretation of presenting

	clinical scenarios. New techniques were introduced

	to address different needs, such as the

	analysis of brain remodeling using functional

	magnetic resonance imaging or the use of a sensory

	glove to precondition the patient or accelerate

	the recovery of sensibility. Original work included

	creation of a specific consent form for patients,

	psychological tests for candidates and a comprehensive

	scoring system for assessing clinical outcome.

	There was the need to establish a grading

	system to evaluate acute skin rejection and clear

	criteria to select ideal candidates. From a legal

	point of view, there were no criteria for dealing

	with persons carrying two different sets of fingerprints.

	From an insurance perspective, there were

	no criteria as to how the disability of these

	patients would be revaluated after the hand transplant.





	Clinically, the most challenging issues have

	been identifying the best immunosuppressive

	drug regime and understanding how acute rejection

	develops and how to reverse it.Use of an additional

	distant skin island allograft resulted in better

	rejection monitoring, at the same time avoiding

	the need to take multiple biopsies from the

	hand. Nerve regrowth and excellent

	sensibility/motor recovery was one of the most

	important results in hand transplantation, and

	leading experts in peripheral nerve regeneration

	suggest a scientific explanation. Rehabilitation of

	the transplanted hand has been very demanding

	for both therapists and patients, and specific protocols

	had to be implemented.





	As the hand is only one of the composite tissues

	currently transplanted in order to correct disabilities

	or deformities, we include chapters on all the other

	types of non-life-saving allografts, including the

	face,knee joint,uterus, abdominal wall and larynx.





	We are honoured to have such a great number

	of internationally renowned personalities share

	their experience and knowledge in this book; their

	contributions have made it the most complete

	work available on hand and other composite tissue

	allografts. We hope it will serve as a useful

	guide for those desiring to launch their own composite

	tissue transplantation programmes or to

	those who simply wish to read about the current

	state of the art of this new and exciting field.
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Quantum MechanicsBenjamin Cummings, 2003
The principles of quantum mechanics were formulated by many people during a short period of time at the beginning of the twentieth century. Max Planck wrote down his formula for the spectrum of blackbody radiation and introduced the constant that now bears his name in 1900. By 1924, through the work of Einstein, Rutherford and Bohr, Schrodinger and...
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Calculus Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
LEARNING CALCULUS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER!
 Here’s an innovative shortcut to gaining a more intuitive understanding of both differential and integral calculus. In Calculus Demystified an experienced teacher and author of more than 30 books puts all the math background you need inside and uses practical examples,...
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IT Services Portfolio Management Best Practice HandbookEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
If you support an organization that wants to improve the performance of complex IT portfolios to achieve both immediate and strategic goals or are responsible for and oversee many projects that are contractually required to produce measurable results; you will be pleased to find that this book serves as both a roadmap and a checklist for...
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Applied Gas DynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A revised edition to applied gas dynamics with exclusive coverage on jets and additional sets of problems and examples

	
		The revised and updated second edition of Applied Gas Dynamics offers an authoritative guide to the science of gas dynamics. Written by a noted expert on the topic, the text contains a...
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Computational Photography: Methods and Applications (Digital Imaging and Computer Vision)CRC Press, 2010


	Computational photography is a new and rapidly developing research field. It has evolved

	from computer vision, image processing, computer graphics, and applied optics, and refers

	broadly to computational imaging techniques that enhance or extend the capabilities of

	digital photography. The output of these techniques is an image...
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Paleoclimatology, Third Edition: Reconstructing Climates of the QuaternaryAcademic Press, 2014

	Paleoclimatology: Reconstructing Climates of the Quaternary, Third Editionâ€•winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors Associationâ€•provides a thorough overview of the methods of paleoclimatic reconstruction and of the historical changes in climate during the past three million...
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